Phabricator for Chapters

Sebastian Berlin
Why Phabricator?

- Structure work within the organization
- Visible for everyone
- Collaboration for specific tasks
- Log of work
Organization Project

- Umbrella project for the organization
- All other projects are subprojects of this
- Links to our wiki
Active Projects

- One subproject for each active project we are working on
- Named #WMSE-Project-Name
- Standardized workboard
- Archived at the end of year if finished
Personal Projects

- Each employee has one
- Named #User-User-Name, links to user
- Contains tasks of interest to the owner
- Woarkboard similar to active projects
Tasks

- Clearly defined, large enough(?)
- Can be in multiple projects, but typically only one active project
- Decide what a story point means, e.g. 1 point = 1 hour
- Closed by project leader
Where to Start?

- Become project admin: https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/T706
- More information: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Phabricator